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STN Database Clusters

STN database clusters group together similar databases to help you find answers to your search question.

Some clusters contain databases that cover the same subject area, such as agriculture or toxicology. Others contain databases that share a similar feature; for example, the FULLTEXT cluster includes databases that contain the full text of journal articles and patents.

To search all of the databases in a cluster at once, enter FILE or INDEX followed by the cluster name. Then enter your query. To display the list of clusters while online, enter HELP CLUSTER.

STN Database Summary Sheets

For additional information, refer to the individual STN Database Summary Sheets.

NOTE: Due to the content of this document, no database trademarks have been included.
Clusters/Databases within Clusters

ADISBASES
Adis International Limited Database Cluster
ADISCTI, ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS

AEROTECH
Aerospace and Related Technology Cluster
AEROSPACE, AUPATFULL, CANPATFULL, CAPLUS, CNFULL, COMPENDEX, DEFULL, ENERGY, EPFULL, FRFULL, GBFULL, INFULL, INSPEC, JPFULL, KRFULL, NTIS, PCTFULL, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TEMA, USPAT2, USPATFULL, WPIDS, WPINDEX

AGRICULTURE
Agriculture Cluster
AGRICOLA, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CAPLUS, CBNB, CIN, CROPB, CROPU, ESBIODEX, FSTA, GENBANK, IFIALL, NAPRALERT, NTIS, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, USPATFULL, USPAT2

ALLBIB
All Bibliographic files for STNINDEX
1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, ADISCTI, AEROSPACE, AGRICOLA, ANABSTR, APOLLIT, AUPATFULL, BIOSIS, BIOTECHABS, BIOTECHDS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CANPATFULL, CAPLUS, CASREACT, CBNB, CEBAB- VTB, CIN, CNFULL, COMPENDEX, COMPSCIENCE, CROPB, CROPU, DDFB, DDFU, DEFULL, DGene, DKB, DPCI, DRUGB, DRUGU, EMBASE, ECOMPLIST, ECOMPLIST2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, ENERGY, EPFULL, ESBIODEX, FRANCEPAT, FRFULL, FSTA, GBFULL, GENBANK, GEOREF, IFIALL, IFICLS, INFULL, INPADOCDB, INPAFAMDB, INSPEC, INSYS, IPA, JAPIO, JPFULL, KOREAPAT, KOSMET, KRFULL, MEDLINE, METADEX, NAPRALERT, NTIS, PATDD, PATDPA, PATDPAFULL, PATDPASP, PCTFULL, PCTGEN, PIRA, PQSCITECH, RAPRA, RDISCLOSURE, RUSSIAPAT, SCISEARCH, TEMA, TOXCENTER, TRIBO, TULSA, TULSA2, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, VETB, VETU, WELDASEARCH, WPIDS, WPINDEX, WSCA
AUTHORS
Files for STNINDEX Author-Based Searches
1MOBILITY, ADISCTI, AEROSPACE, AGRICOLA, ANABSTR, APOLLIT, AUPATFULL, BIOSIS, BIOTECHABS, BIOTECHDS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CANPATFULL, CAPLUS, CASREACT, CEABA-VTB, CNFULL, COMPENDEX, COMPSCIENCE, CROPB, CROPU, DDFB, DDFU, DEFULL, DGENE, DJSMONLINE, DKF, DRUGB, DRUGU, EMBASE, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, ENERGY, EPFULL, ESBIOBASE, FRANCEPAT, FRFULL, FSTA, GBFULL, GENBANK, GEOREF, ICSD, IFIALL, INFULL, INPADOCDB, INPAFAMDB, INSPEC, INSPHYS, IPA, JAPIO, JPFULL, KOREAPAT, KOSMET, KRFULL, LITALERT, MEDLINE, METADEX, NAPRALERT, NTIS, PATDD, PATDPAPFULL, PCTFULL, PIRA, PQSCITECH, RAPRA, RUSSIAPAT, SCISEARCH, TEMA, TOXCENTER, TRIBO, TULSA, TULSA2, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, VETB, VETU, WELDASEARCH, WPIDS, WPINDEX, WSCA

BIOSCIENCE
Bioscience Literature Cluster
ADISCTI, ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS, AGRICOLA, ANABSTR, BIOSIS, BIOTECHABS, BIOTECHDS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CAPLUS, CEABA-VTB, CIN, CROPB, CROPU, DDFB, DDFU, DGENE, DRUGB, DRUGU, EMBASE, ESBIOBASE, FSTA, GENBANK, IFIALL, IMSRESEARCH, KOSMET, MEDLINE, NTIS, PCTGEN, PQSCITECH, PS, RDISCLOSURE, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, VETB, VETU, WPIDS, WPINDEX

BUSINESS
Sci-Tech Business and News Cluster
1MOBILITY, BIOTECHNO, CBNB, CIN, NTIS, PIRA, PQSCITECH, RAPRA, WSCA

CASLINK
Linked CAS files (Predefined Search Sequences)
CAPLUS, MARPAT, REGISTRY
CASCNS  
CAS Registry Numbers Cluster

ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS, ANABSTR, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CAPLUS, CASREACT, CBNB, CEABA-VTB, CHEMCATS, CHEMLIST, CIN, DDFU, DRUGU, EMBASE, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, GENBANK, IFIALL, IMSRESEARCH, IPA, KOSMET, MEDLINE, MSDS-OHS, NAPRALERT, PATDPASPC, PIRA, PS, REALYSFILE, REGISTRY, RTECS, TOXCENTER, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2

CHEMENG  
Chemical Engineering Cluster

APOLLIT, BIOTECHABS, BIOTECHDS, BIOTECHNO, CAPLUS, CBNB, CEABA-VTB, CIN, COMPENDEX, INSPEC, INSPHYS, KOSMET, NTIS, PQSCITECH, RAPRA, SCISEARCH, WSCA

CHEMISTRY  
Chemical Literature Cluster

AGRICOLA, ANABSTR, APOLLIT, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CAPLUS, CBNB, CEABA-VTB, CIN, COMPENDEX, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, GENBANK, INSPEC, INSPHYS, IPA, KOSMET, METADEX, NAPRALERT, NTIS, PQSCITECH, RAPRA, RDISCLOSURE, SCISEARCH, TULSA, TULSA2, WELDASEARCH, WSCA

COMPANIES  
Files for Company-Based Searches

ADISINSIGHT, AGRICOLA, BIOTECHNO, CBNB, CHEMCATS, CIN, EMBASE, METADEX, PIRA, PQSCITECH, PS, RAPRA, TOXCENTER, WELDASEARCH, WSCA

COMPUTER  
Computer Science Cluster

COMPENDEX, COMPUSCIENCE, IFIALL, INSPEC, NTIS, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TEMA, USPATFULL, USPAT2

CONSTRUCTION  
Building and Construction Cluster

COMPENDEX, GEOREF, IFIALL, NTIS, PQSCITECH, TEMA, USPATFULL, USPAT2
CORPSOURCE
Files for STNINDEX Corporate Source-Based Searches

1MOBILITY, ADISCTI, AEROSPACE, AGRICOLA, ANABSTR, APOLLIT, AUPATFULL, BIOSIS, BIOTECHABS, BIOTECHDS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CANPATFULL, CAPLUS, CASREACT, CEABA-VTB, CNFULL, COMPENDEX, COMPUSCIENCE, CROPB, CROPU, DDFB, DDFU, DEFULL, DGENE, DKF, DRUGB, DRUGU, EMBASE, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, ENERGY, EPFULL, ESBIBASE, FRANCEPAT, FRFULL, FSTA, GBFULL, GEOREF, IFIALL, INFULL, INPADOCDB, INPAFAMDB, INSPEC, INSPHYS, IPA, JAPIO, JPFULL, KOREAPAT, KOSMET, KRFULL, MEDLINE, METADEX, NAPRALERT, NTIS, PATDD, PATDPA, PATDPAFULL, PCTFULL, PCTGEN, PQSCITECH, PS, RAPRA, RUSSIAPAT, SCISEARCH, TEMA, TOXCENTER, TRIBO, TULSA, TULSA2, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, VETB, VETU, WELDASEARCH, WPIDS, WPINDEX, WSCA

CURRENT
Current File Environment Cluster

The CURRENT cluster consists of the databases in your current search session.

ELECTRICAL
Electrical Engineering

COMPENDEX, COMPUSCIENCE, ENERGY, IFIALL, INSPEC, INSPHYS, NTIS, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TEMA, USPATFULL, USPAT2

ENGINEERING
Engineering and Technology Cluster

1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, AEROSPACE, APOLLIT, AUPATFULL, BIOTECHNO, CANPATFULL, CAPLUS, CEABA-VTB, CIN, CNFULL, COMPENDEX, DEFULL, DKF, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, ENERGY, EPFULL, FRFULL, GBFULL, GEOREF, IFIALL, INFULL, INSPEC, INSPHYS, JAPIO, JPFULL, KOREAPAT, KOSMET, KRFULL, MEDLINE, METADEX, NAPRALERT, NTIS, PATDD, PATDPA, PATDPAFULL, PCTFULL, PCTGEN, PQSCITECH, PS, RAPRA, RUSSIAPAT, SCISEARCH, TEMA, TOXCENTER, TRIBO, TULSA, TULSA2, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, VETB, VETU, WELDASEARCH, WPIDS, WPINDEX, WSCA
ENVIRONMENT
Environment Cluster
AGRICOLA, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CAPLUS, CBNB, CEABA-VTB, CIN, COMPENDEX, CROPB, CROPU, DKF, EMBASE, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, ENERGY, ESBIIOBASE, FSTA, GEOREF, IFIALL, INSPEC, MEDLINE, NTIS, PIRA, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER, TULSA, TULSA2, USPATFULL, USPAT2

FOOD
Food Science and Technology Cluster
AGRICOLA, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CAPLUS, FSTA, NTIS, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER

FORMULATIONS
Formulations Information Cluster
ADISINSIGHT, BIOSIS, CABA, CAPLUS, CROPB, DDFU, DRUGU, EMBASE, IPA, MEDLINE, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER, WPIDS, WPINDEX

FUELS
Energy Sources Cluster
1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, CAPLUS, CBNB, CIN, COMPENDEX, DKF, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, ENERGY, GEOREF, IFIALL, INSPEC, INSPHYS, NTIS, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TULSA, TULSA2, USPATFULL, USPAT2

FULLTEXT
Fulltext Files Cluster
ADISCTI, ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS, AUPATFULL, CANPATFULL, CNFULL, DEFULL, EPFULL, FRFULL, GBFULL, INFULL, JPFULL, KRFULL, PATDPAFULL, PCTFULL, RDISCLOSURE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2

GEOSCIENCE
Earth and Geo-Sciences Cluster
AEROSPACE, CAPLUS, COMPENDEX, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, ENERGY, GEOREF, IFIALL, INSPEC, NTIS, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TULSA, TULSA2, USPATFULL, USPAT2
GOVREGS
Governmental Regulations Cluster
CAPLUS, CBNB, CHEMLIST, CIN, COMPENDEX, ENERGY, INSPEC, MSDS-OHS, NTIS, RTECS

HCASLINK
Linked CAS Files (Predefined Search Sequences)
HCAPLUS, MARPAT, REGISTRY

HEALTH
Health Sciences Cluster
ADISCTI, ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CAPLUS, CBNB, CHEMLIST, CIN, EMBASE, ENERGY, ESBIODBASE, IFIALL, IPA, KOSMET, MEDLINE, MSDS-OHS, NAPRALERT, NTIS, PQSCITECH, RTECS, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER, USPATFULL, USPAT2

HITS
Files with Hits from Last L-Number with Answers
The HITS cluster consists of files with hits from the last L-number with answers.

HPATENTS
Patents Cluster with “H” CAplus Database
AEROSPACE, AUPATFULL, CANPATFULL, CASREACT, CNFULL, CROP, DEFULL, DGENE, DPCI, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, EPFULL, FRANCEPAT, FRFULL, FSTA, GBFULL, HCAPLUS, IFIALL, IFICLS, INFULL, INPADOCDB, INPAFAMDB, JAPIO, JPFULL, KOREAPAT, KRFULL, LITALERT, NTIS, PATDD, PATDPA, PATDPAFULL, PATDPAASPC, PCTFULL, PCTGEN, PIRA, PQSCITECH, PS, RAPRA, RDISCLOSURE, RUSSIAPAT, TULSA, TULSA2, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, WPIDS, WPINDEX

HUMANITIES
Social Sciences Cluster
PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH

LEARNING
STN Learning Files
LCA, LCASREACT, LDPCI, LDRUG, LEMBASE, LINPADOCDB, LINPAFAMDB, LINSPEC, LMARPAT, LMEDLINE, LPATDPA, LREGISTRY, LWPI
MATERIALS
Materials Science Cluster
1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, APOLLIT, CAPLUS, CBNB, CEABA-VTB, CIN, COMPENDEX, DKF, ENERGY, IFIALL, INSPEC, INSPHYS, METADEX, MSDS-OHS, PIRA, PQSCITECH, RAPRA, RDISCLOSURE, SCISEARCH, TEMA, TRIBO, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, WELDASEARCH, WSCA

MEDICINE
Medicine and Medical Science Cluster
ADISCTI, ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CAPLUS, DDFB, DDFU, DGENE, DRUGB, DRUGU, EMBASE, ESBIOBASE, IFIALL, IPA, KOSMET, MEDLINE, NAPRALERT, PCTGEN, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2

MEETINGS
Sci-Tech Meetings and Conference Cluster
1MOBILITY, AGRICOLA, BIOTECHNO, COMPENDEX, EMBASE, INSPEC, PQSCITECH

METALS
Metals Cluster
CAPLUS, CIN, COMPENDEX, IFIALL, INSPEC, INSPHYS, METADEX, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, TEMA, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, WELDASEARCH, WSCA

MOBILITY
Mobility Engineering Cluster
1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, AEROSPACE, DKF, PQSCITECH

NPS
Numeric Property Searching Cluster
1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, AEROSPACE, AGRICOLA, AUPATFULL, CABA, CANPATFULL, CNFULL, COMPENDEX, DEFULL, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, FSTA, INFULL, JPFULL, KRFULL, METADEX, PCTFULL, PQSCITECH, TULSA, TULSA2, WPIDS, WPINDEX, WPIX

NUMERIC
All Numeric Files for STNINDEX Searching
ICSD, REAXYSFILE, REGISTRY, RTECS, ZREGISTRY
PATENTS
Patents Cluster
AEROSPACE, AUPATFULL, CANPATFULL, CAPPLUS, CASREACT, CNFULL, CROPU, DEFULL, DGENE, DPCI, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, EPFULL, FRANCEPAT, FRFULL, FSTA, GBFULL, IFIALL, IFICLS, INFULL, INPADOCDB, INPAFAMDB, JAPIO, JPFULL, KOREAPAT, KRFULL, LITALERT, NTIS, PATDD, PATDPA, PATDPAFULL, PATDPASPC, PCTFULL, PCTGEN, PIRA, PQSCITECH, PS, RAPRA, RDISCLOSURE, RUSSIAPAT, TULSA, TULSA2, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, WPIDS, WPINDEX

PETROLEUM
Petroleum Cluster
CAPPLUS, CBNB, CIN, COMPENDEX, ENCOMPLIT, ENCOMPLIT2, ENCOMPPAT, ENCOMPPAT2, GEOREF, IFIALL, INSPEC, NTIS, TRIBO, TULSA, TULSA2, USPATFULL, USPAT2

PHARMACOLOGY
Pharmaceutical Sciences Cluster
ADISCTI, ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CAPPLUS, CBNB, CIN, DDFB, DDFU, DGENE, DRUGB, DRUGU, EMBASE, EPFULL, ESBIOBASE, IFIALL, IMSRESEARCH, IPA, KOSMET, MEDLINE, NAPRALE, PCTGEN, PCTFULL, PQSCITECH, PS, RDISCLOSURE, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER, USGENE, USPATFULL, USPAT2

PHYSICS
Physics Cluster
CAPPLUS, ENERGY, GEOREF, IFIALL, INSPEC, INSQPHYS, NTIS, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH, USPATFULL, USPAT2

PNTTEXT
Patent Fulltext Files Cluster
AUPATFULL, CANPATFULL, CNFULL, DEFULL, EPFULL, FRFULL, GBFULL, INFULL, JPFULL, KRFULL, PATDPAFULL, PCTFULL, RDISCLOSURE, USPATFULL,
USPATOLD, USPAT2

POLYMERS
Polymer Science Cluster
APOLLIT, CAPLUS, CBNB, CIN, COMPENDEX, IFIALL, NTIS, PQSCITECH, RAPRA, SCISEARCH, USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2, WPIDS, WPINDEX, WSCA

PV
Pharmacovigilance Cluster
ADISNEWS, CAPLUS, EMBASE, MEDLINE

REACTION
Reactions Cluster
CASREACT, DJSMONLINE, PS

RESEARCH
Research Cluster
DKF, NTIS

RFTOOLS
Library Reference Tools Cluster
NTIS, PQSCITECH, SCISEARCH

SAFETY
Occupational Health and Safety Cluster
1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, CAPLUS, CEABA-VTB, CHEMLIST, CIN, INSPEC, MSDS-OHS, NAPRALERT,

PQSCITECH, RTECS, SCISEARCH

SESSION
Current Files with L-Numbers Cluster
The SESSION cluster consists of the databases in the current session with L-numbers.

STRUCTURE
Structure Searching Cluster
CASREACT, DJSMONLINE, DRUGU, MARPAT, PS, REAXYSFILE, REGISTRY

TOXICOLOGY
Toxicological Information Cluster
ADISCTI, ADISINSIGHT, ADISNEWS, AGRICOLA, BIOSIS, BIOTECHNO, CABA, CAPLUS, CHEMLIST, DDFB, DDFU, DRUGB, DRUGU, EMBASE, ENERGY, ESBIOBASE, FSTA, IPA, KOSMET, MEDLINE, MSDS-OHS, NAPRALERT, PQSCITECH, RTECS, SCISEARCH, TOXCENTER, VETB, VETU

USPATALL
U.S. Patent Fulltext Cluster
USPATFULL, USPATOLD, USPAT2
Databases and Clusters
Where Databases Reside

1MOBILITY
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BUSINESS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FUELS, MATERIALS, MEETINGS, MOBILITY, NPS, SAFETY

2MOBILITY
ALLBIB, ENGINEERING, FUELS, MATERIALS, MOBILITY, NPS, SAFETY

ADISCTI
ADISBASES, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, FULLTEXT, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

ADISINSIGHT
ADISBASES, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, COMPANIES, FORMULATIONS, FULLTEXT, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

ADISNEWS
ADISBASES, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, FULLTEXT, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, PV, TOXICOLOGY

AEROSPACE
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, CSAALL, ENGINEERING, GEOSCIENCE, HPATENTS, MOBILITY, NPS, PATENTS

AGRICOLA
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CHEMISTRY, COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, MEETINGS, NPS, TOXICOLOGY

ANABSTR
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE

APOLLIT
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, MATERIALS, POLYMERS

AUPATFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT
BIOSIS
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, FORMULATIONS, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

BIOTECHABS
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CHEMENG, CORPSOURCE

BIOTECHDS
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CHEMENG, CORPSOURCE

BIOTECHNO
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, BUSINESS, CASRNS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, HEALTH, MEDICINE, MEETINGS, NPS, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

CABA
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CHEMENG, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, FORMULATIONS, NPS, TOXICOLOGY

CANPATFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

CAPLUS
AEROTECH, AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASLINK, CASRNS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, FORMULATIONS, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, GOVREGS, HEALTH, MATERIALS, MEDICINE, METALS, PATENTS, PETROLEUM, PHARMACOLOGY, PHYSICS, POLYMERS, PV, SAFETY, TOXICOLOGY

CASREACT
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CASRNS, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS, REACTION, STRUCTURE

CBNB
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, BUSINESS, CASRNS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPANIES, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GOVREGS, HEALTH, MATERIALS, PETROLEUM, PHARMACOLOGY, POLYMERS
CEABA-VTB
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, MATERIALS, SAFETY

CHEMCATS
CASRNS, COMPANIES

CHEMLIST
CASRNS, GOVREGS, HEALTH, SAFETY, TOXICOLOGY

CIN
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, BIOSCIENCE, BUSINESS, CASRNS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPANIES, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GOVREGS, HEALTH, MATERIALS, METALS, PETROLEUM, PHARMACOLOGY, POLYMERS, SAFETY

CNFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

COMPENDEX
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER, CONSTRUCTION, CORPSOURCE, ELECTRICAL, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, GOVREGS, MATERIALS, MEETINGS, METALS, NPS, PETROLEUM, POLYMERS

COMPUSCIENCE
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, COMPUTER, CORPSOURCE, ELECTRICAL

CROPB
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT

CROPU
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FORMULATIONS, HPATENTS, PATENTS
DDFB
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

DDFU
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CORPSOURCE, FORMULATIONS, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

DEFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

DGENE
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, MEDICINE, PATENTS, PHARMACOLOGY

DJSMONLINE
AUTHORS, REACTION, STRUCTURE

DKF
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, MATERIALS, MOBILITY, RESEARCH

DPCI
ALLBIB, HPATENTS, PATENTS

DRUGB
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

DRUGU
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CORPSOURCE, FORMULATIONS, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, STRUCTURE, TOXICOLOGY

EMBASE
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FORMULATIONS, HEALTH, MEDICINE, MEETINGS, PHARMACOLOGY, PV, TOXICOLOGY

ENCOMPLIT
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CASRNS, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, PETROLEUM
ENCOMPLIT2
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CASRNS, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, PETROLEUM

ENCOMPPAT
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CASRNS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PETROLEUM

ENCOMPPAT2
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CASRNS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PETROLEUM

ENERGY
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ELECTRICAL, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, GOVREGS, HEALTH, MATERIALS, PHYSICS, TOXICOLOGY

EPFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, PATENTS, PHARMACOLOGY, PNTTEXT

ESBIOBASE
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

FRANCEPAT
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS

FRFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

FSTA
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, TOXICOLOGY

GBFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

GENBANK
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CHEMISTRY
IPA
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CASRNS, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, FORMULATIONS, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

JAPIO
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS

JPFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

KOREAPAT
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS

KOSMET
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

KRFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

LCA
LEARNING

LCASREACT
LEARNING

LDPCI
LEARNING

LDRUG
LEARNING

LEMBASE
LEARNING

LINPADOCDDB
LEARNING

LINPAFAMDB
LEARNING

LINSPEC
LEARNING

LITALERT
AUTHORS, HPATENTS, PATENTS
LMARPAT
LEARNING

LMEDLINE
LEARNING

LPATDPA
LEARNING

LREGISTRY
LEARNING

LWPI
LEARNING

MARPAT
STRUCTURE, CASLINK, HCASLINK

MEDLINE
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FORMULATIONS, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, PV, TOXICOLOGY

METADEX
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CHEMISTRY, COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE, CSAALL, ENGINEERING, MATERIALS, METALS, NPS

MSDS-OHS
CASRNS, GOVREGS, HEALTH, MATERIALS, SAFETY, TOXICOLOGY

NAPRALERT
AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CASRNS, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, SAFETY, TOXICOLOGY

NTIS
AEROTECH, AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, BUSINESS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER, CONSTRUCTION, CORPSOURCE, ELECTRICAL, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, GOVREGS, HEALTH, HPATENTS, PATENTS, PETROLEUM, PHYSICS, POLYMERS, RESEARCH, RFTOOLS

PATDD
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS
PQSCITECH
AEROTECH, AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, BUSINESS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPANIES, COMPUTER, CONSTRUCTION, CORPSOURCE, ELECTRICAL, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, HEALTH, HPATENTS, HUMANITIES, MATERIALS, MEDICINE, MEETINGS, METALS, MOBILITY, NPS, PATENTS, PHARMACOLOGY, PHYSICS, POLYMERS, RFTOOLS, SAFETY, TOXICOLOGY

PS
BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS, PHARMACOLOGY, REACTION, STRUCTURE

RAPRA
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BUSINESS, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, HPATENTS, MATERIALS, PATENTS, POLYMERS

PIRA
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BUSINESS, CASRNS, COMPANIES, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, HPATENTS, MATERIALS, PATENTS

PCTFULL
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PHARMACOLOGY, PNTTEXT

PCTGEN
ALLBIB, BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, MEDICINE, PATENTS, PHARMACOLOGY

PATDPASPC
ALLBIB, CASRNS, HPATENTS, PATENTS

PATDPAFULL
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, PATENTS, PNTTEXT

PATDPA
ALLBIB, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS
**RDISCLOSURE**
ALLBIB, BIOSCIENCE, CHEMISTRY, ENGINEERING, FULLTEXT, HPATENTS, MATERIALS, PATENTS, PHARMACOLOGY, PNTTEXT

**REAXYSFILE**
CASRNS, NUMERIC, STRUCTURE

**REGISTRY**
CASRNS, NUMERIC, STRUCTURE, CASLINK, HCASLINK

**RTECS**
CASRNS, GOVREGS, HEALTH, NUMERIC, SAFETY, TOXICOLOGY

**RUSSIAPAT**
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, HPATENTS, PATENTS

**SCISEARCH**
AEROTECH, AGRICULTURE, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER, CORPSOURCE, ELECTRICAL, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, FORMULATIONS, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, HEALTH, HUMANITIES, MATERIALS, MEDICINE, METALS, PHARMACOLOGY, PHYSICS, POLYMERS, RFTOOLS, SAFETY, TOXICOLOGY

**TEMA**
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS, COMPUTER, CONSTRUCTION, CORPSOURCE, ELECTRICAL, ENGINEERING, MATERIALS, METALS

**TOXCENTER**
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BIOSCIENCE, CASRNS, COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE, ENVIRONMENT, FOOD, FORMULATIONS, HEALTH, MEDICINE, PHARMACOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY

**TRIBO**
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, MATERIALS, PETROLEUM

**TULSA**
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PETROLEUM

**TULSA2**
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, CHEMISTRY, CORPSOURCE, ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENT, FUELS, GEOSCIENCE, HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS, PETROLEUM
WPINDEX
AEROTECH, ALLBIB, AUTHORS,
BIOSCIENCE, CORPSOURCE,
ENGINEERING, FORMULATIONS,
HPATENTS, NPS, PATENTS,
POLYMERS

WPIX
NPS

WSCA
ALLBIB, AUTHORS, BUSINESS,
CHEMENG, CHEMISTRY,
COMPANIES, CORPSOURCE,
ENGINEERING, MATERIALS, METALS,
POLYMERS

ZREGISTRY
NUMERIC
STN Service Centers

In Europe

FIZ Karlsruhe

Phone: +49-7247-808-555
Fax: +49-7247-808-259
Email: helpdesk@fiz-karlsruhe.de
Internet: www.stn-international.de

In North America

CAS

Phone: 1-800-753-4227 (North America)
       +1-614-447-3700 (outside North America)
Fax:   +1-614-447-3751
Email: help@cas.org
Internet: www.cas.org

In Japan

JAICI (Japan Association for International Chemical Information)

Phone: +81-3-5978-3601 (Technical Service)
       +81-3-5978-3621 (Customer Service)
Fax:   +81-3-5978-4090
Email: www.jaici.or.jp/inquiry.html (Customer and Technical Service)
Internet: www.jaici.or.jp
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